Abstract-In this paper we present a network approach based on the recent developed 3D-BLAST method of rapid protein structure search. We defined new local segments that represent structural feature of proteins named units of structural alphabet (USA). Each USA is composed of two protein secondary structures, and one loop located between these two secondary structures. We performed all-against-all structural comparison of USA and recognized the USA-based similarity network. The analytical result shows that the network with a power degree distribution is called scale free. These results not only suggest the existence of organizing principles in the local protein structure but also allow us to identify potential key fragments that could be useful for future new drug development and design.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, genomics (DNA sequences), structural genomics (protein structures), and proteomics (protein expression and interactions) have rapidly enhanced knowledge on biological functions and systems. With structural models developed using genome-wide investigative strategies [1] - [3] , the number of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) has rapidly increased. By Dec. 25, 2012 , there were already more than 87,090 known protein structures [4] . The increasing number of known protein structures with unknown/unassigned functions emphasizes the demand for effective bioinformatics methods for annotating the structural homology or evolutionary family of proteins and inferring their cellular functions.
The comparison and analysis of the relationship between new protein structures with unclear functions and well-known structures seeks to bridge the protein structure-function research gap. Given a query protein structure, we may search through the database and report similar protein structures. However, unlike one-dimensional sequence comparison, structural alignment for determining similarities is much more complex and computationally expensive. Some methods can be used for efficient pair-wise Manuscript received January 15, 2013; revised March 15, 2013 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Council (NSC), Taiwan, under Contract of NSC 101-2311-B-216-001 and 101-2221-E-216-041.
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To bridge the current protein structure-function research gap and address anterior questions, many approaches have been proposed for encoding 3D local structural fragments based on Cartesian coordinates into a one-dimensional representation using several letters called the structural alphabet [6] - [13] . The structural alphabet represents advantageous local structures and has been used to 1) compare/analyze 3D structures [14] - [16] , 2) predict protein 3D structures from amino acid sequences [6] , [9] , 3) reconstruct protein backbones [11] , and 4) model loops [17] . In addition, given that local structures are generally more evolutionary conserved than amino acid sequences, a series of research has been developed to explore protein structures [18] . The structural alphabet theory has already been utilized to compare protein structures, search for homologs, and assign protein families [19] - [21] .
Earlier, we developed the kappa-alpha (κ, α) plot derived structural alphabet and a novel BLOSUM-like substitution matrix, called structural alphabet substitution matrix (SASM), which searches through the structural alphabet database (SADB). This structural alphabet was used in developing the fast structure database search method called 3D-BLAST, which is as fast as BLAST [22] and provides the statistical significance (E-value) of an alignment, indicating the reliability of a hit protein structure [19] , [20] . Moreover, we developed an automated server called fastSCOP [21] for integrating a fast structure database search tool (3D-BLAST) and a detailed structural comparison tool, as well as for recognizing the SCOP domains and SCOP superfamilies of query structures [23] .
Structural networks with complex topology are common in nature. Numerous network biology researchers have demonstrated that networks in many biological systems can be characterized [24] . Biological networks observed in epidemiology, metabolic pathways, gene regulation, protein domain interaction, drug-target binding, and protein structures have some similar topological properties [24] - [29] . In these networks, most nodes have only a few links, and a disproportionate number of nodes have high connections. Networks characterized by power-law degree distribution are called scale free [30] . Furthermore, the clustering coefficient of hierarchical modularity in the metabolic networks of 43 distinct organisms follows power-law scaling [27] .
Protein fold and functional site similarity networks provide evidence of protein evolution and help in structure-based functional annotation [31] , [32] . Moreover, one kind of structural similarity network was proposed a framework for classifying the structures of protein segments and analyzing whether the degree distribution of this network obeys the power law. Proteins are divided according to their local structures using the specific length of sliding windows. The distribution of the structural diversity of local protein structures also shows a power-law property. However, the local structures of proteins, which consist of consecutive fixed numbers of amino acids, are not used for generating information on typical secondary structures [33] .
II. PURPOSES AND MAJOR CLAIMS
Only a small number of residues are often conserved in the functional active sites or binding regions of proteins with similar functions. Therefore, in this study, we look deeply into the core of proteins and evaluate their basic unit. Proteins are then divided into various fragments based on the location of secondary structures and loops. Moreover, similarities in the local structures of fragments are analyzed to acquire insights for bridging the protein structure-function research gap.
We develop a novel network biology approach based on the recently developed 3D-BLAST method of protein structure identification. With this method and using tertiary protein structures, we can conduct a fast protein similarity search and identify 23 states of structural alphabet (SA) sequences that represent the local structures of protein backbones. Additionally, we define new fragments that can describe local structural features called units of structural alphabet (USA). Each USA is composed of two secondary structures and one loop.
Subsequently, we develop a complex structural similarity network based on USAs and assess its degree distribution. All-against-all alignment of USA sequences is utilized to determine structural similarity. In our similarity network, each USA is taken as a node, and alignment is represented by the link between two USAs with similar structure. After building the complex network, we characterize its topological properties and determine whether it follows power-law degree distribution and is therefore scale free. III. MATERIALS AND METHODS Fig. 1 illustrates this study's methodology. Every protein structure can be divided into USAs composed of two secondary protein structures and one loop located between these two secondary structures ( Fig. 1 (a) ). After determining USAs, protein units are translated into encoded SA sequences according to the kappa and alpha map [19] , [20] ( Fig. 1 (b) ). A complex network is obtained, with nodes representing USAs and links representing structural similarity based on the results of all-against-all USA alignment ( Fig. 1 (c) ). Furthermore, the topological properties of the similarity network are analyzed to determine whether the network is scale free (Fig. 1 (d) ). Fig. 2 shows the flow of this study. First, a testing set is prepared from nr-PDB-50 dated April 8, 2011 (Fig. 2 (a) ); only proteins from the source species Homo sapiens are selected ( Fig. 2 (b) ). Second, each protein structure is translated into SA sequences. Overall, 1603 proteins with SA encoding are included in the testing set called chains are divided into many USAs with various kappa and alpha angles ( Fig. 2 (d) ), leading to a USA database with 5525 protein units ( Fig. 2 (e) ). Fourth, 3D-BLAST is used to search and align rapidly every USA against the whole database ( Fig. 2 (f) ). Based on E-values in alignment results, the USA-based similarity network is developed (Fig. 2 (g) ).
Finally, the characteristics and properties of this network are analyzed ( Fig. 2 (h) ). 
A. Preparation
The date of PDB used as testing set is April 8, 2011. The testing set is collected based on certain principles. First, the selected database is nr-PDB-50, in which the sequence identities are lower than 50% among proteins. In addition, the species of protein are only chosen from Homo sapiens. Second, the length of each protein chain must be longer than 15 residues. Finally, each protein chain must have at least one USA. A total of 1603 protein chains are included in the testing data set.
After translating all structures in the testing data set into SA sequences, the USAs are divided based on the location of secondary structures and loops. The determination of USA is explained further in the next section. A total of 5525 protein units are obtained from 1603 proteins.
In this study, the unit of protein includes both secondary structures and random coils. These novel protein units can SADB-nrPDB50-HUMAN (Fig. 2 (c) ). Third, protein chains maintain not only the flexibility of variable loops but also the stability of secondary structures. Fig. 3 demonstrates the USA in one protein and its SA sequence. This protein with chain named 1gwx_A belongs to one kind of all-helix proteins classified in the SCOP database [23] . It has 9 USAs shown as a short loop (green color) between two helical structures (red color). 
B. Construction of the USA-Based Similarity Network Using E-Values
We use 3D-BLAST to align all 10291 USAs against all USAs. In 3D-BLAST results, E-values indicate the degree of similarity between query USAs and subject USAs. An E-value lower than the threshold suggests that the given two USAs are conformationally similar. Based on the results of all-against-all USA comparison, we can find the homology similarity among all USAs and thus build the similarity network. In this network, each node represents one USA and each link between nodes represents a homology relationship.
We use two kinds of E-values to determine homology relationships. The first kind considers whole-structure similarity between USAs, and the second kind called E loop -value measures the conformation of variable loops in a very specific way. The threshold E-value, which is used to determine if two structures are homologous, has been evaluated in previous studies [19] , [20] . This threshold value is set at 10 -15 . However, the length of USA is usually smaller than that of the whole protein. Hence, the original E-value is not suitable for determining whether USAs are homologous. We try different threshold values to decide which is appropriate for determining homologs.
Furthermore, we modify the parameter of original E-values and re-compute E-values only in loop structures because if two USAs with long secondary structures align to each other, the resulting E-value becomes insignificant. In this situation, the alignment score for two secondary structures is high. Even if the two USAs are totally dissimilar, the E-value is still lower than the threshold.
To avoid the foregoing problem, we focus only on loop conformation and consider the score in the loop to modify E-values. We re-compute for the E loop -value instead of using the original E-value. The E loop -value is given as
m is total number of SA within loop coding, n is the length of alignment only in the loop region, and S is the bit score in slope equals -1 on a log-log plot. The hierarchical network is one kind of a scale-free network. Unlike traditional scale free networks, a hierarchical architecture implies a central node connected to one or more other nodes that are two levels lower in the hierarchy with a link between each of the second-level nodes and the central node. Meanwhile, each of the second-level nodes that are connected to the central node also have one or more other nodes that are three levels lower in the hierarchy connected to it [24] . 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Definition of USA We tested various parameters for the length of secondary structures, loops, and whole USAs. The best results are shown in Fig. 4 . The length of secondary structures must be the loop region. In our database, the total number (m) of SA within loop coding is 111922. Finally, the threshold E-value is set at 10 -5 and the E loop -value is set at 5.0.
C. Analysis of Network Characteristics and Properties
In this study, we mainly measure two quantifiable descriptions of complex networks: the power-law degree distribution and the clustering coefficient. Most biological networks are scale free. Their degree distribution approximates the power law, P (k)～k -γ . Degree distribution, P(k), is the probability of nodes with exactly k links, and γ is the degree exponent with a value usually between 2 and 3. In a network with a degree distribution following power law, the highly connected node is in very small fraction. Conversely, most nodes are only linked to a few neighbors. Another quantifiable characteristic description is the clustering coefficient. The function C(k) is defined as the average clustering coefficient over nodes with the same node degree k. The clustering coefficient can be defined for each node I as:
where n I is the number of links connecting k I neighbors of node I to each other [24] . In hierarchical networks, the distribution of clustering coefficient, which follows C (k)～k -1 , is a straight line with a ≧5 residues, the limitation of loop length is set at ≧3 residues, and the total USA length must be ≧15 residues (Fig.  4a) . These criteria are used for filtering short USAs because USAs smaller than 15 residues are not reliable for comparing conformation. Moreover, very short secondary structures and loops may lack structural information and biological meaning.
B. Distribution of USA Database
C. USA-Based Similarity Network In the network, every spot is a node representing one USA. The size and color of nodes are allocated for degree. The degree is higher, the size is bigger. And, the same number of degree would show as the same color. Two nodes are connected by an edge, and they are considered of similar structure if their E-value of alignment is less than 10 -5 and E loop -value is less than 5.0. The structural similarity network contains 1511 nodes with at least one neighbor. We determined if our novel network is scale free and even hierarchical. We first analyze the degree distribution of the network. Fig. 6 (a) presents that log-log plot of the V. CONCLUSION In this study, we develop a novel local structural fragment called USA to describe unique features of the functional sites of protein structures. We extend the structural alphabet research by integrating another totally different research field, complex networks. Previous studies have proven that SA is robust and reliable for representing protein structures. Thus, we further use SA in describing local structures and designing USA. Moreover, we use 3D-BLAST to search for USA homologs rapidly and build our proposed similarity network.
D. Network Characteristics and Properties
Our structural similarity network is constructed using knowledge of complex networks. In addition, the analysis of the characteristics and behavior of the similarity network is based on the complex network literature. Results show that there is a highly uneven degree of distribution in the USA-based similarity network. Highly connected USAs, which are called hubs, constitute a small fraction of all USAs. In other words, the probability of having USAs with only a small number of neighbors is usually high.
We have combined two distinct research fields and provided a new and alternative viewpoint for investigating the relationship between protein structures and functions. Our approach constructs complex networks based on protein fragments. Our final goal is to use this network structure to predict novel target binding sites for drugs and also to aid in the development of new drugs to target specific binding sites. We could then compare our predictions with different methods, but currently, there is no point to compare the statistical results of the computed networks with any other approach.
In the future, we can further utilize USAs in drug development and design. We will identify possible key fragments that may be useful for new drug development and design. Drug-related databases, such as PDTD [34] and DrugBank [35] , may be used to identify potential USAs in the set of known drug protein targets as new drugs. Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4 (c) present the distribution of the number of USAs in each protein and the length of each USA, respectively. The curves of both distributions are smooth in the log-log plot, suggesting that the set criteria satisfy the nature of local protein structures. Fig. 4 (b) shows that the highest number of USAs in a protein is 38. In addition, 627 proteins have only one USA, and P(N=1) is 0.2374. Fig. 4c shows that the length of the longest USA is 247 residues, and the biggest P(L) is 0.0578 (L=20).
distribution. The network is approximately characterized by power law, where P (k)～k -2.2187 . Thus, there is no doubt that the USA-based structural similarity network is scale free. In addition, the highest degree of USA is 51, and P (k=1) is 0.4421. However, the evaluation result of clustering coefficient in Fig. 6 (b) points out that C(k) is independent of degree in our network. Therefore, the USA-based similarity network is scale free without hierarchical modularity.
